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Abstract 

Privacy preserving data mining (PPDM) has become a popular research direction in 

data mining. Privacy preserving data mining is an approach to develop algorithms by 

which we can modify the utility values of original data using some techniques in order to 

protect sensitive information from unauthorized user. Protecting data against illegal 

access becomes a serious issue when this data is required to be shared onto the network 

due to some reasons. To hide the sensitive information, many approaches have been 

proposed. In this study, we are proposing an efficient method, for protecting high utility 

itemsets using distortion technique where the values for high utility items are altered to 

achieve the privacy. Algorithm is designed in such a way so as to handle privacy without 

disclosure of sensitive information. The algorithm can completely hide any given utility 

items by scanning data iteratively. The results when compared with existing one show 

significant reduction in execution time. 

 

Keywords: Privacy preserving, Utility mining, High utility itemsets, Sanitization 

process 

 

1. Introduction 

Data mining Data mining enables us to discover previously unknown and potentially 

useful information from huge amount of database. The knowledge discovered from this 

data plays an important role in decision making in the areas such as business 

management, marketing analysis, medical analysis, criminal records and credit records 

etc. [1]. Association rule mining is one of the common most approach in the field of data 

mining which determines all itemsets with support values greater than the specified 

threshold. To derive the utility of an itemset, utility mining came into existence which 

claims to be better than association rule mining in certain terms. Privacy preserving aspect 

of this part of data mining has gained momentum in the field of research application 

recently because the data set contains  highly sensitive information as well and no user 

would like that sensitive information should be leaked to outsiders. Therefore, this 

sensitive information which can be mined from a database should be taken out separately, 

because such sensitive information can lead to compromises in data privacy when it is 

shared on the network. However, a key problem faced is the need to maintain the 

confidentiality of the disclosed data without hindering the legitimate needs of the data 

user. In doing so, it becomes necessary to modify the data value(s) and relationships 

(utility itemsets). Obtaining a true balance between the disclosure and hiding is a tricky 

issue [2-3]. This can be achieved largely by hiding the high utility itemsets that expose the 

sensitive part of the data. One such method is hiding high utility itemsets because 

association amongst the data is what is captured by most of the data users. Such 

vulnerability of high utility itemsets poses a great threat to the data if the data is in the 
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hands of a malicious user. To prevent data from being misused two common strategies are 

used in literature. First strategy alters the date before delivering it to the data miner [4]. 

Second strategy releases only a subset of the complete data using distributed databases 

approach. 

In this study, we propose an efficient method, for protecting high utility itemsets using 

distortion technique where the high utility items are altered to achieve the privacy and at 

the same time it maintains the balance between privacy and disclosure of information. 

The algorithm is also compared with the existing one and it shows better results in terms 

of execution time. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is presented in Section 

2. Proposed work is given in Section 3 along with its description and illustrative example. 

Results are discussed in Section 4. Finally conclusion and future work is drawn in Section 

5. 

 

2. Related Work 

There are so many PPDM techniques being established for a variety of data mining 

techniques such as classification, association rule discovery, utility mining and clustering 

which are based on the hypothesis that adaptive amendment or sanitization process and 

heuristics can be utilized to address the concerned issues. Utility mining is another 

emerging topic in the field of data mining. Identification of itemset with highest utility in 

terms of profit, cost, quantity etc. is what is known as utility mining. The process of 

discovering all itemsets whose utility values are either equal to or greater than a user 

specified threshold in a transaction database is what is known as Utility mining. Though, 

the utility values of itemsets do not follow the downward closure property. In other 

words, it can be stated that a subset of a high utility itemset may not be a high utility 

itemset [5-6]. Liu et al. [7], proposed fast alorithm for finding high utility itemsets. They 

discussed about mining the high utility itemsets efficiently with reduced space along with 

simplifying the computation complexity of utility calculation. The approach uses two 

phase algorithm in which phase I defines the transaction weighted downward closure 

property on the search space. The purpose is to speed up the process of identifying the 

candidates. In phase II, authors have selected the high utility itemsets from the high 

transaction weighted utilization itemsets by scanning the database only once. Li et al. [8]-

[10] developed some efficient approaches, namely, FSM, SuFSM, ShFSM, and DCG 

methods for share mining. Share mining can be treated as a special class of utility mining. 

Share mining is equivalent to utility mining under suitable adjustment on item count and 

external utility of items. Atallah et al. [11], proposed a technique that is based on data 

perturbation i.e. they have modified data by a selective set of 1-value to 0- value, in order 

to lower the support of sensitive rules in such a way so that the utility of the released 

database is maintained at some maximum value. The efficiency measured is depicted in 

terms of the number of hidden non-sensitive rules. The process counts the rules that are 

hidden because of the data modification process. Dasseni et al. [12] extended the 

sanitization of sensitive large itemsets to the sanitization of sensitive rules. They 

addressed the hiding issue through modified support and confidence. The work either 

hides the frequent itemsets from which they are derived to prevent the sensitive rules from 

being generated , or decreases the confidence of the sensitive rules below a user-specified 

threshold for this purpose. This complete work can be found in [13]. In [14] Stanley et al. 

have developed a framework which is an enhancement of their previous work. The 

authors here claim to achieve equality between privacy and disclosure of information by 

attempting to minimize the influence on sanitized transactions. Oliveira et al. [15] 

proposed a heuristic based framework for privacy in data mining frequent itemsets. They 

gave the algorithm that hide the set of frequent pattern containing the sensitive 

information. The algorithms rely on an item restricted methodology in order to evade 

adding of noise to the data. Evaluations of algorithm have been done on the basis of the 
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parameters like hiding failure, miss cost, and performance. Hiding failure refers to the 

percentage of restrictive pattern that is discovered, miss cost is the percentage of non 

restrictive patterns that are hidden after sanitization process and the performance of the 

algorithm is measured by computation time of sanitization process by keeping constant 

the size of database and set of restrictive pattern. In Sweeney et al. [16] proposed a 

heuristic-based approach for protecting raw data through generalization and suppression 

techniques. The method proposed, provide K-Anonymity for hiding sensitive information. 

Weng et al. [17] proposed an efficient algorithm FHSAR for fast hiding sensitive 

association rules. They scan database only once to minimize the execution time of the 

algorithm and hide the sensitive information. In this heuristic, first step is to create the 

prior weight function for each transaction ID so that order of transaction modification is 

decided.  The second step analyses the correlation between SAR and transaction, hence, it 

is easily selected to modify the appropriate item.  Yeh et al. [18] address the algorithm for 

privacy preserving utility mining. They have proposed two algorithms hiding high utility 

item first (HHUIF) and maximum sensitive itmsets conflict first (MSICF). They hide the 

high utility items by reducing the utility value below the user specified threshold to 

achieve privacy preservation. The advantage of user specific threshold is that user can 

keep the stability between the privacy and disclosure of information. They have compared 

both the algorithms on the basis of the hiding failure, miss cost and database difference 

ratio. Xu et al. [19] presented the problem utility based anonymization. They have 

proposed the framework to specify utility of attributes, covering numeric and categorical 

data and have also developed local recording technique for utility based anonymization 

which is a bottom up method. It does not split the domain instead it searches only tuples. 

The major cost of this method is due to bottom up method that uses two level loops for 

searching. Then it uses top down method in which set of tuples are partitioned in subsets 

and they are partitioned again into smaller groups which reduces the weighted certainty. 

Finally they merge the group to meet the k-anonymity requirement. These two methods 

were compared with nondarian multidimensional method [20]. They measure the 

anonymization quality using certainty penalty, discernibility penalty and query answering 

error rate. One more data modification approach which has been used for association rule 

confusion is data blocking [21]. certain values of data items are replaced with an uncertain 

value in this method. This replacement of a real value by an unknown value rather than 

placing a false value is what is required in certain specific applications (i.e., medical 

applications). An approach which applies blocking to the association rule confusion is 

presented in [22]. Some variations on the definition of the support and confidence of an 

association rule are levied by this new special value in the dataset. Thus, the minimum 

support and minimum confidence are changed into a minimum support interval and a 

minimum confidence interval respectively. The authors assumes that the confidentiality of 

data is not violated until the support and/or the confidence of a sensitive rule lie below the 

middle of these two ranges of minimum support interval and minimum confidence 

interval values. An algorithm used for rule confusion in such a case, both 1-values and 0-

values should be mapped to certain value in an interleaved fashion. An extension of this 

work, can be found in [23] with an elaborated discussion on how effective this method 

can be on restructuring the confused rules. In [24] authors have used the data distortion 

technique in which the position of the sensitive item is changed without changing its 

support value. The size of the database remains intact. The approach first uses 

representative rules to prune the association rules and then hides only those rules that are 

sensitive. Advantage of this approach is that it is able to hide maximum number of rules 

however; algorithm fails to hide all the rules, which are otherwise supposed to be hidden 

in minimum number of passes. 
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3. Proposed Algorithm 

The proposed algorithm is based on decreasing the utility values of each sensitive 

itemsets by modifying their quantity value so that they are hidden and do not come in the 

category of high utility items. To facilitate the understanding of the algorithm we first 

present the notations that are used along the paper and are described in Table 1: 

Table 1. Notations with Description 

Symbol Description 

 A set of n distinct item  

 A set of m different transaction 
 

 Local transaction utility value i.e., the numeric 

value of item  in the transaction . 

For example: In Table 2(a) = 4 and 

 = 6 etc.. 

 External transaction utility value of the 

corresponding item , For example: In Table 

2(b)  = 150 and  = 10 etc.. 

 

 Utility value of item that can be calculated through 

 

 

 Utility value of itemset  in transaction can be 

calculated as  

 Utility value of itemset  in all transaction can be 

calculated as  

 Minimum utility threshold 

 

Utility mining is to find all the itemsets whose utility values are beyond a user 

specified threshold. An itemset  is a high utility itemset if , where  is the 

minimum utility threshold, otherwise, it is a low utility itemset. For example, in Table 2, 

. If ,  is a high utility itemset. and 

. If ,  is a 

low utility itemset. 

Table 2(a). Transaction Database 

TD A B C D 
TD1 1 0 1 14 

TD2 0 0 6 0 

TD3 1 0 2 4 

TD4 0 0 4 0 

TD5 0 0 3 1 

TD6 0 0 1 13 

TD7 0 0 8 0 
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TD8 4 0 0 7 

TD9 0 1 1 10 

TD10 0 0 0 18 

Table 2(b). Utility Value 

Item Name Profit 

A 3 
B 150 
C 10 
D 1 

 

High utility itemsets: Itemset  is a high utilityitemset, if , where  is the 

minimum utility threshold. 

Sensitive itemsets: Sensitive itemsets is set of subsets of all high utility itemsets for 

particular minimum utility threshold , where each subset is an itemset that should be 

hidden according to some security policies. 

Privacy threshold: As per the [25], privacy threshold is the ratio of sensitive patterns 

that are still discovered from the sanitized database. 

 

 

Figure 1. Sanitization Process 

Sanitization Process:  In sanitization process, first we apply the utility mining 

algorithm on original database D and generate the high utility itemsets. Then, on the basis 

of business requirement we find out the sensitive itemsets and input the user specific 

minimum threshold  Finally we apply the sanitization algorithm to hide the sensitive 

item using minimization of the utility value of the item which is either equal to or below 

the user specific minimum threshold . The sanitize algorithm guarantees that sanitized 

database will not reveal any sensitive itemsets. The whole process is represented by the 

Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 2. Utility Itemsets with their Respective Utility Value 
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The working process of this algorithm can be understood with the help of an example: 

The transactional database Table 2 has been taken from [26] and minimum utility 

threshold is taken to be 85 i.e. , as an input. First the algorithm finds all high utility 

itemsets. The itemsets whose utility value is  are: ({BCD}, {BC}, {BD}, {CD} and 

{B}) and are therefore considered as sensitive itemsets and are represented in Figure 2. 

The Algorithm selects the itemset {BCD}, where B has highest utility value in transaction 

{TD9} among all itemsets {BCD}. Now the Algorithm selects item B and modifies its 

value from 1 to 0 with this the utility value of itemset {BCD} reduces to 20, which is 

below the minimum utility threshold. Along with the above value the utility value of 

itemsets {BC}, {BD} and {B} also reaches below minimum utility threshold. Now again 

the algorithm select next sensitive itemset {CD} which lies in the transaction {TD1, TD3, 

TD5, TD6, TD9}, where C has the highest utility value in transaction {TD5}. The 

Algorithm selects item C and modifies its value from 3 to 0. With this the utility value of 

itemset {CD} reduces to 92 which is not below the minimum utility threshold. Until the 

utility value of itemsets {CD} does not reaches the minimum utility threshold, the 

algorithm again selects the item C, where C has next highest utility value in {TD3} and 

modifies its value from 2 to 0, with this the utility value of itemset {CD} reduced to 72 

which is below the minimum utility threshold. The whole working process is depicted by 

the Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. Working Process to Reduce Utility Value of the Sensitive Itemsets 

Hiding Algorithm for High Utility Item Iteratively (HAHUII) 

Input  

(1) A source database D  

(2) A min_utility threshold .  

(3) A sensitive high utility itemdets.  

 

Output  

A sanitized database D’ whose utility value of all sensitive itemset below the min_utility 

threshold. 

 First highest utility value 
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Step 1 – Input the database D and explore the high utility item sets and their utility 

values using two phase algorithm. 

Step 2 – On the basis of business requirement, Input the minimum utility threshold  

and sensitive high utility item sets. 

Step 3 – Utility value of sensitive item require to minimized as  

Step 4 – Select the high utility sensitive item with Max . The cardinality of a set S 

is denoted by . 

Step 5 – Select the highest to lowest utility value item from the sensitive item sets as 

 
Step 6 – Modify the utility value until the value reaches below the minimum utility 

threshold  as 

 
If the value of  is negative then modify utility value by zero. 

Step 7 – If the utility value of all the sensitive itemset below the minimum utility then 

stop the sanitization process. Otherwise, go to step 4 for select next high cardinality 

sensitive item set and repeat step 5-7. 

Step 8 – Finally, obtain the sanitized database 'D . 

Advantages of the proposed approach is that it uses minimum passes to decrease the 

utility value of the sensitive itemsets because the algorithm modify utility value iteratively 

until the value reaches below the minimum utility threshold  

 

4. Results and Discussion 

In this section, proposed algorithm is implemented using Java and modifies the 

sensitive data using Microsoft SQL server. System used for result generation is a Lenovo 

workstation with core i3 Pentium processor, 2 GB main memory and windows7 operating 

system. The work has used synthetic data containing different number of transaction like 

10, 100, 200, 500 and 1000 with 5 distinct items.  The proposed approach is compared 

with previously existing approach [18].To evaluate the effectiveness of the algorithm we 

measure the algorithm on the following parameters as follows: 

Average Execution Time is the average time taken in execution of the algorithm with 

respect to the number of transactions. 

Performance of the algorithm is evaluated on the basis of time which is the time 

required by the algorithm in sanitization process. Figure 4 shows the performance of the 

algorithm as compared to HHUIF in terms of average execution time in ms. The graph 

shows almost parallel average execution time to that of HHUIF till 500 number of 

transactions, but a drastic improvement is found as the number of transactions increases. 

Thus, it gives much better results with higher number of transactions which in itself is an 

achievement. 
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Figure 4. Average Execution Time Comparison for HHIUF and HAHUII  

Hiding Failure is the portion of sensitive information which is not hidden by the 

application of a privacy preservation technique. Another definition says, hiding failure 

refers to the percentage of restrictive pattern that is discovered. Using the proposed 

privacy preservation algorithm we have obtained zero hiding failure which signifies that 

all the patterns that are considered sensitive are hidden well. This hiding failure is 

calculate using the following formulae: 

 
Tables 3 (a-c) show the performance of the HAHUII algorithm in terms of hiding 

failure applied to database with five sensitive itemsets with varying number of transaction 

from 10, 200 to 500 for several Minutility values and Expected Threshold d. When 

MinUtility is less than or equal to d, the hiding failure of the algorithm must be 0%. It is 

possible that when Minutility is greater than d, the value of the hiding failure cab be 

greater than 0%. In this work, the hiding failure of the algorithm for 5 items with 10 

transactions is 100% when the chosen d is quite below the Minutility, hiding failure of the 

algorithm for 5 items with 200 transactions is 13% when Minutility is equal to threshold 

and 67% when it is less than threshold. And hiding failure of the algorithm for 5 items 

with 500 transactions is 21% when Minutility is equal to threshold and 79% when it is 

less than threshold.  Thus, the results depict that hiding failure is completely achieved 

only when number of transactions are less. There is a deviation from this when the 

number of transactions is increased and the value of Minutility is equal to threshold. Thus, 

this is a limitation of the present work. 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Work  

Privacy preserving aspect of data mining has gained momentum in the field of research 

application recently because the data set contains  highly sensitive information as well and 

no user would like that sensitive information should be leaked to outsiders. Therefore, this 

Sensitive information which can be mined from a database should be excluded, because 

such sensitive information can equally well compromise data privacy. 

The work proposes an innovative algorithm for this purpose. The algorithm can 

completely hide any given high utility itemsets by scanning the data interactively. This 

significantly reduces the execution time compared to existing one. Advantage of the 

proposed approach is that it uses minimum passes to decrease the utility value of the 
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sensitive itemsets. The algorithm modify utility value iteratively until the value reaches 

below the minimum utility threshold . The proposed approach is compared with 

previously existing approach as well. 
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